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Introduction: High-resolution two-dimensional 

(2D) imaging is at the heart of any landed spacecraft 
and is key to understanding the local geological con-
text, while three-dimensional (3D) ranging is essential 
for navigation, hazard avoidance, instrument place-
ment, and science planning.  The Structured Light Im-
aging Module (SLIM) uses a compact low-power 
solid-state programmable pattern generator for both, 
ranging (SLIM-3D) and remote microscopy (SLIM-
RM).  SLIM can also augment the capabilities of other 
camera-based systems on upcoming Mars missions and 
on landers elsewhere in the Solar System.  We present 
an overview of the SLIM-RM component under de-
velopment at the University of Colorado at Boulder 
and at LambdaMetrics as part of NASA’s Planetary 
Instrument Definition and Development Program.[1] 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 1: Concept SLIM 3D imager and remote micro-
scope examining a rock too difficult to reach. 

Background: Despite their important successes, 
existing and planned microscopic imaging systems 
have limitations including short range, reliance on am-
bient lighting, tightly constrained depth-of-field (DOF) 
and field-of-view (FOV), and slow measurement ac-
quisition for larger areas.  For lumpy or oblique tar-
gets, for example, the limited DOF of MER’s MI re-
quires collection of many images of the same target at 
different distances using the rover’s arm, and combin-
ing them into a “best focus image”.  MAHLI improves 
on this design by using a variable focus lens instead of 
a moving arm for imaging.[2]  Still, many frames at 
various focal depths are needed.  Another limitation of 
MI and MAHLI is a fixed FOV of a few cm at close 
range.  Collecting and combining image stacks to 
cover a larger area is time- and power-consuming. 

 Extending the range, depth-of-focus, and field-
of-view of microscopic imaging: Based on acousto-
optic structured illumination technology (shared with 

the 3D imager), SLIM-RM mitigates these issues.  
Using a lightweight low-precision reflecting dish to 
illuminate a remote target with 2D patterns, this in-
strument can resolve ~10 μm features on an object ~5 
meters away using a single-pixel detector (e.g. a pho-
todiode) and no moving parts, a feat that would con-
ventionally require a precision lens a quarter of a meter 
in diameter coupled to a high-resolution detector array.  
Simultaneously, SLIM-RM offers cm-scale DOF and 
FOV and allows multiple FOVs to be acquired and 
assembled rapidly without refocusing.  Measurement 
speed, sensitivity, and resolution can be dynamically 
traded to optimize the system for the task at hand.  
Self-calibration (e.g. using optical phase-closure) and 
electronic control of the patterns could enable real-
time compensation for deformations in the reflector 
due to motion and thermal fluctuations.  Active illumi-
nation also allows imaging at night and eliminates am-
bient shadowing, allowing views into cracks or vugs. 

SLIM-RM represents a novel approach to micros-
copy based on the Doppler Encoded Excitation Pat-
terning (DEEP) technique.[3]  The core principle of 
DEEP is based on a simple observation: the spatially-
integrated flux scattered or fluoresced by an object in 
response to a moving sinusoidal intensity pattern will 
oscillate in time, the amplitude and phase of the oscil-
lation mapping to the amplitude and phase of the 
matching Fourier component present in the object. 
Thus, as shown in Fig. 2a, by illuminating the object 
with moving interference patterns spanning a range of 
spatial frequencies and orientations, detecting the spa-
tially-integrated response with a single-element detec-
tor, and demodulating the temporal signal, the object’s 
Fourier components can be measured. The intensity 
image can then be obtained by Fourier synthesis. 

In DEEP the dynamic patterns result from the inter-
ference of light diffracted by an acousto-optic (AO) 
Bragg cell used to spatially modulate the illumination 
wavefront. By driving the Bragg cell with a double-
sided chirp, for example, the object is probed with a 
succession of spatial frequencies, thereby measuring a 
slice through Fourier space. 

Such sequential Fourier measurements effectively 
decouple resolution and DOF, which is limited only by 
the large axial extent of the interference patterns, not 
the Numerical Aperture (NA) of the detection optics 
(see Fig 2a inset).  Additional Fourier slices can be 
measured by rotating the illumination and/or the ob-
ject, and processed using tomographic algorithms to 
synthesize a large-DOF 2D image (e.g. Fig 2d).  The 
AO cell can also be driven with more complex multi-
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frequency signals to measure many Fourier coeffi-
cients at once.  We have recently implemented a 2D 
AO pattern generator using crossed Bragg cells, ena-
bling hundreds of simultaneous 2D (or 3D) Fourier 
measurements in ~ 20 μs without the need to rotate the 
object or illumination, while also improving SNR.[4]  
The 2D AO projector greatly enhances the speed and 
versatility of DEEP, requires no moving parts, and is 
at the core of the table-top SLIM-3D prototype shown 
in Figs 2b-c.  Our next generation prototype will use a 
25 cm dish with a 5m working distance (see raytrace in 
Fig. 2e) and will be tested on rover hardware. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 2. (a) The basic elements of DEEP microscopy; (b) 
CAD model and (c) photograph of table-top SLIM-
RM; (d) image of a reflective resolution target (<2μm 
resolution) acquired with system in (c); (e) Ray trace 
of candidate long-range SLIM-RM design. 

One of the key strengths of DEEP is the ability to 
electronically correct coarse phase errors in the pupil 
function of the illumination optics.[3]  This makes it 
possible to use a low-precision large reflecting dish 
(see Fig 1) to project thin “pencil beams” that interfere 
at a remote object (e.g. meters away), the core idea in 
SLIM-RM.  The Bragg cells effectively scan the pencil 
beams across the dish, generating patterns of different 
frequencies and orientations at the object.  As long as 

the reflector surface is of optical quality in the small 
region illuminated by a pencil beam, coarser linear or 
piston phase errors in the dish can be compensated by 
phase-shifting the Bragg cell drive signals as part of 
in-situ phase calibration.  This enables diffraction-
limited microscopy that would normally require a pre-
cision lens as large as the reflector dish, while provid-
ing a much larger DOF.  The large reflector can be 
machined from metal with a honeycomb or drilled 
substrate to make it lightweight, or even deployed as a 
mosaic of mirrors.  In SLIM-RM the same large dish is 
also used to efficiently collect light from the object and 
direct it via a backend beam splitter onto a sensitive 
single-element detector (e.g. photodiode, APD, or 
PMT).  The large collecting aperture of SLIM-RM is 
also well suited for remote fluorescence microscopy 
[5] (e.g. a 25 cm diameter dish would collect ~103 
times as many fluoresced photons as the Mastcams). 

Enhancing existing camera resolution: The fine-
scale illumination patterns generated by SLIM-RM can 
also be used for true super-resolution imaging using 
passive cameras such as Mastcam.  While the use of 
structured light for super-resolution has recently be-
come an established technique in the field of micros-
copy,[6] its use in remote imaging is still nascent.  
SLIM-RM can generate narrow-field patterns to enable 
remote microscopic imaging using only a few camera 
pixels, or alternatively, can produce wide-field patterns 
that can be combined to increase full-field image reso-
lution well beyond the diffraction limit of the cameras. 

Conclusion: While microscopic views of rocks 
and soils can help assess their origin and subsequent 
history, wide-field images are needed to put these im-
ages in a broader context.  However, because this dual 
imaging paradigm lacks continuity from large-scale to 
fine-scale resolution on current rovers, important geo-
logical clues can be missed.  While MSL MAHLI’s 
zoom capability partially addresses this issue, it cannot 
resolve sub-mm features at a distance of 5 m.[2]  
SLIM-RM makes microscopy and super-resolved 
wide-field imaging possible at such a distance, provid-
ing continuity of scale, while also enabling micro-
scopic imaging over a ~1 cm FOV with resolution sur-
passing that of both MER’s MI and MSL’s MAHLI. 
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